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B. Tech V Sem. (Old Back) Exam. Nov-Dec. 2015
Mechanical Engineering

5ME3 (O) Fundamentals of Aerodynamics

Time: 3 Hours

In structions to C and id at e s :

Maximum Marks: 80
Min. Passing Marks Back: 24
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Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questioru
carry equal marks. Schematic diagra.ms must be show wherever n"cesiary, Any
datq you feel missing suitobly be assumed and ;tarecl clearly.
Units of qua tities used,/calculated must be stated clea y.

Use o;f following supporting material is peruitted during examination.
1."Gas Table" 2. NIL

UNIT-I
Q.l (a) What are the sources of aerodynamics forces and moment over the body

Explain in derail.

(b) Cive nomerclature of aerofoil and defirE -

(i) Angle of aftack

(ii) Drag force

OR

Q.l (a) Dedve the expression of aerodynamics moment for an airfoil
edge.

(b) Dedre Lhe Kel\ in . circulation theorem mathematically.
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UNIT-II

Q.2 (a) Derive the expression for lift coefficient and drag coefficient for the cascade of

an axial compressor.

(b) Explain the concept of vortex sheet for simulation of airfoil theory.

t81

t8l

OR

Q.2 (a) A compressor cascade has following data:

Velocity of air at entry 75 m,/s, air angle at enffy 48', Air angle

pitch chord ratio = l.l, stagnation pressure loss = llmm, density

kg/mo. Detemine loss coefficient, drag and lift coefficient.

(b) What are the cascade losses?

t8l

o1 
"^i1 = 25.,

of air = 1.25

t8l

UNIT-III

Q.3 (a) Derive the following relation for one-dimensional isentropic flow-

dA = dP, h-u.)A pc'

(b) Prove that the mass flow patameter is given by the following expression

a'"ffi - lv l''
In) [r+v-r M,l i+12l

OR

Q.3 The following data is given for an ideal thrust chamber, K = 1.3, chamber presswe 25

bar, external pressure 0.88 bar, chamber temperature 2900"C, throat area 13 cm2,

Determine -

(i) throat velocity

(ii) Prcpellant flow

(iii) Mach. No. at exit.

1s837771
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Q.4 (a)
UNIT-IV

Prove that at maximum entropy point f(
and all processes appro*n *r.;.;|'tt 

*" Fanno Flow Mach Number is unity

(tr) Air at po = l0 bar, To = 400t is suDnticrt r^ - <^ _ ,. t8l

tacto. for rhc ni-- ",,r_ - ^ ^ - - 

rlpr,"O ,o u 50 mm diameter pipe. The fiictionfacto. for the pipe surface is o.o0z. ir ttr 
- - -'-" urqxc*r ptpe lhe fiiction

the exii dcr..-;-^ 
I Mach Number changes fiom 3 to 1.0 atthe exit, determine _

Q,4

(i) The length ofpipe [81

(ii) The mass flow rate

Prove that the Mach lumber at the ma
the Rayreish rine are /r,,. ;;."j;:;f"T;:iffi;;::::.:;
Iines at these points on the Rayleigh line on the h_5 and p_v planes.

UNIT.V tI6I

(a) Derive the equadon for Rankine _
rbr o".ru" tr," 

"quution ;;;"*""i:::i'":.ji:T"':::I, "*" rsl

oR t8l
(a) Derive the following relationship ila normal shock wave _

C, . C, = (a)2 , where t8l

,1;1"a"., 
before shock, Cy = vetocity after shock, a_ = critical velociry of

Q.5

Q.5

O) Consider a nomal shock wave ir
upsream orthe shock is l arm. J"i":,fiT:H';t:;
shock wave when the upstream Mach number is M,=2_
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where the pressure

pressurc across the
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